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frame4 The results are super cool, thank you so much for the demo! Would love to have something like this for my project.
nate75 Why is it always the Goofy part who has to rush around and find every one who is being recorded? Skymarc Great for
when you don’t want to spend money on ‘exotic’ flowers. Sometimes it’s fun to give them the old-school thrill of some unwieldy,
wet soil as an additional source of excitement. SIDMENDI98 Hey y’all… this is just what i needed…. loving these and maybe
using them in my vlogs. Thanks for sharing ? Cjrenz Super cool. I’d love to see this in real-time. I wonder if it is possible. Yes it
is, i have a background in video editing and this could be done without coding. Just video editing and using the name of a certain
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clip to link it to the audio clip. verycoolproject Interesting stuff, but this could get tedious real quick when the names get longer,
especially when they’re not already the same length as the content. Yes that’s what I was thinking but I am hoping that someone
comes up with some real time video to make it easier. Jonathan Silverstein I have a few scripts ready to go, but I’m not sure if
I’ll use them or have anyone volunteer to play the song in the background. I hope they do. aaf_project This is extremely cool!
Thanks for sharing, I would like to use this in my music video with friends instead of buying pre-recorded (most) music. For the
background I suggest at least making a basic interface similar to this (see the name of the song at the top for reference): I like it,
but you might want to make it a little bit different. Not exactly what you did, but this is a better version of what you did. That’s a
good point. I’ll try to make it so that the song name is always 82157476af
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